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The Stage and the School offers more of what you've always loved about the nation's most
comprehensive high school drama program. More hands-on exercises. More teacher support.
More discussion of the conventions of the theatre. More opportunities to creative expression
through performance. More connections to the other arts. With all the hands-on exercises and
application activities, scenes and monologues, chapter openers and reviews, students are
provided with every opportunity for success.Hands-on Exercises and Application Activities -
more than ever before - give you options to meet any student's interest or ability level.New
Hands-on Exercises and Application Activities allow students to actually cast, direct, and
present short scenes.

A good read for even the most casual theater historian.―ChoiceA complex, rich work . . . an
original, important contribution to the history of the body and to political culture.―American
Historical ReviewThis well argued text on pantomime offers a fascinating investigation of a
subgenre of British theater.―ScriblerianHe develops his micro-history of the growth and
changes in British life with finesse and precision and a rich grasp of detail.―David Mayer,
Theatre NotebookA good example of how to write cultural history today.―Jacky Bratton, Journal
of British StudiesFor readers who share O'Brien's intellectual priorities, this book may well come
to be regarded as an important contribution.―David A. Brewer, Modern PhilologyJohn O'Brien's
Harlequin Britain is an original and provocative study of the ways in which pantomime,
entertainment, and modernity are entwined in English culture. It adds significantly to our
understanding of the role of the theater in the early eighteenth century and makes a compelling
case for the significance of theatrical performance to the emergence of the Habermasian
bourgeois public sphere.―Robert Markley, University of IllinoisReviewJohn O'Brien's Harlequin
Britain is an original and provocative study of the ways in which pantomime, entertainment, and
modernity are entwined in English culture. It adds significantly to our understanding of the role of
the theater in the early eighteenth century and makes a compelling case for the significance of
theatrical performance to the emergence of the Habermasian bourgeois public sphere.-- Robert
MarkleyAbout the AuthorJohn O’Brien is the NEH Daniels Family Distinguished Teaching
Professor at the University of Virginia.Read more
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Q-Bee, “Something for Everyone...... I stumbled upon The Stage and School- 6th edition at a
garage sale. I was ecstatic .Pictures were mostly in black/white, very detailed, covering all areas
of theater with a glossary of theatrical terms included with each chapter. The level was not
indicated but I referred to it often when I taught a college level drama class.....it was perfect and
comprehensive- A perfect teachers . After misplacing it I decided to try to replace it and found it
on Amazon .but did not realize that what I ordered was the 7th edition. As an instructor, I found
the 7th edition to be on a less advanced level and more suitable for middle school aged
students. in fact, the format was also more like the middle school readers in my collection...It
included more color entries, simplified format, less complicated vocabulary in the vocab. study
words etc. As a former reading program developer...I can appreciate and utilize materials at
various levels....so I have happily added it to my collection and appreciate having this book as a
vehicle to reach a variety of levels.”

R. C. M. Decker, “The Stage and School. It is a good resource for a beginning drama course.
Good explanations of what theatre is about and why we do it.”

Clint Schaney, “Five Stars. Great book for mu daughters school”

Michael Friedline, “Stage and School. What more can be said about The Stage and the School?
S&S has been around for generations and is the groundfloor-cornerstone-base-first/last words
of secondary school dramatics in the United States. Harry Schanker has brought new life to the
Ommanney classic and has done an excellent job updating this work. The teacher resource
edition is also outstanding.”

The book by Emily Cier has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 6 people have provided feedback.
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